SETUP
INSTRUCTIONS

INFLATABLE

5. Before inflating, you must ensure that winds do
not exceed 15 mph. After all steps are completed, you
may turn on the blower.

1. Unroll the inflatable. The blower tubes indicate the back of the inflatable.

INSTRUCTIONS

WEATHER
Don’t let the ride lay in the rain. It will become too heavy
to lift or roll. Deflate & cover with a tarp or turn it upside down so water doesn’t fill up the bottom of the ride.
2. Unfold the inflatable & make sure all zippers & flaps over zippers are completely closed.

3. Connect the blower by pulling the tube over
the neck of the blower & securing strap tightly.
Fold the unused blower tube in half & strap
tightly. DO NOT turn on blower.

4. Locate tethers and place anchors thru the
ring. Pull tightly and hammer stakes 70 % into
ground. DO NOT turn on blower.

The ride will become a hot air balloon if you inflate it in
the wind without staking. DO NOT OPERATE IF
NOT PROPERLY STAKED DOWN. Max wind speed
15 mph.

Do not operate inflatable in heavy rains, lightning or winds
in excess of 15 mph.
NOTE: If placed in full sun, the inflatable unit will become very hot & can cause burns to skin. Please take precautions to prevent injury.

Takedown
Instructions
To deflate the ride, keep the ride anchored & other
people away from the ride.
A . Locate the deflation zipper and open.
B. Locate the blower switch and turn off the blower,
and remove blower from tube.
C. Open the strap on the second blower tube and allow
the inflatable to deflate.

Rolling up inflatable: Follow pictures left to right

Troubleshooting
•

Your inflatable may have two blower tubes, but only
requires one blower. Fold the unused tube and
strap securely to prevent air from escaping.

•

If the ride does not inflate properly, it is most often
due to a zipper or Velcro flap on the bottom side of
the ride being open. Look underneath and close
tightly.

Safety Rules
1. No shoes, eyeglasses, hard or sharp objects
allowed.
2. No flips, wrestling, running or pushing.
3. No bouncing against sides or entrance.
4. No food, drinks, gum, pets or silly string.
YOU WILL BE CHARGED FOR SILLY
STRING DAMAGE.

•

If the blower tube is twisted or leaking, the ride will
not inflate properly.

•

If you are using an extension cord that is too small,
the blower will not get enough speed to inflate the
ride.

6. No hanging on inflatable.

•

If the blower won’t start, check your plug for a GFI
test button. Also, check your breaker to make sure
it hasn’t tripped.

8. Shut down unit and call emergency number if unit becomes damaged.

•

Blowers require a 20 amp circuit to start.

•

Air leaking from the seams of the inflatable is completely normal. This is necessary because the blower
is constantly blowing air into the unit.

•

•

Liners can sometimes pull loose with use and will
trap debris or leaves in the Velcro. If this happens,
you can run a brush through the Velcro to clean it
and reattach the liner.
Make sure your water hose is clean and clear of debris before attaching it to a water slide. Any trash
in your hose can clog the unit’s attached hose and
prevent water from spraying onto slide.

5. No smoking in or around inflatable.
7. Exit if inflatable begins to lose air.

9. Unload riders and deflate unit if winds
exceed 15 mph.
10. Units designed for dry use are not to be
used wet.
11. Do not allow riders to gather in top of a
slide causing it to sway or tilt.

12. Do not allow riders to slide head first or 2
at a time.
13. Allow only compatible age groups to use
unit at the same time.
14. Adult supervision is required at all times
the inflatable is in use.
15. Do not use inflatable if you are pregnant,
have heart, neck or back problems.

Emergency Number:
256-504-2017

